
In 1911, Frederick Widmann of St. Louis, Missouri,

then a noted brewery architect himself, looked back on

the history of American brewery architecture and distin-

guished three periods in its development. An initial

‘primitive’ phase characterized the period up to 1860, he

said, when ‘many small plants ... scattered all over the

country ... [were] erected by the proprietor without the

assistance of an architect or engineer’.1 Widmann’s

important second period, which he dated 1860-1880,

saw a new approach, when 

men of experience in the architectural and engineering line

made a deep study of brewery structures and equipments, and

the result was the erection of very creditable plants through-

out the country.2

The new spirit of this second phase was crucial to the

emergence of Widmann’s third period, extending from

1880 to his own day, which he rightly saw as a kind of

Golden Age in American brewery history.  

Instrumental in laying the groundwork for that Golden

Age, Widmann stated, were significant individual

designers of the preceding period, four of whom he rec-

ognized as especially prominent: ‘Men like Stoll and

Pfund of New York, F.W. Wolf of Chicago, and Edmund

Jungenfeld of St. Louis are beyond question the pioneer

architects and engineers of breweries in this country ...’3

All four of these men were German-born and most

German-trained, and all of them began to work with

American breweries in the later 1860s and 70s. That

put them in an industry on the cusps of great change,

and their inventiveness was a match for the many

other forces of the time that together were reshaping the

brewery. This essay focuses on the youngest and short-

est-lived of those pioneer figures, Edmund Jungenfeld

of St. Louis, in an effort to see more clearly what

Widmann meant when calling Jungenfeld and others

‘pioneer’ brewery architects. Investigating what can be

learned of Jungenfeld beyond Widmann’s brief descrip-

tion will shed light on how a trained architect/engineer

helped to revolutionize American breweries and to

inspire others to take up a new and prosperous specialty

within the maturing field of American 19th-century

architecture. Along the way, such investigation will

demonstrate that, while they have often gone uncredited

and ill-considered, brewery architects like Jungenfeld

deserve greater acknowledgment for building life-long

careers dedicated to creating such industrial master-

pieces as these breweries often became.

Frederick Widmann, quoted above, knew Edmund

Jungenfeld well, since Widmann, himself born in

Germany in 1859, had begun his professional career in

the architectural office of Walsh and Jungenfeld, St.

Louis, in the mid-1870s. Widmann was one of several to

join Jungenfeld when he formed his own firm about

1881 or before.4 Following Jungenfeld’s untimely death

in 1884, Widmann, along with Robert W. Walsh and

Caspar D. Boisselier, would continue to operate the firm

of E. Jungenfeld & Co. with distinction, keeping

Jungenfeld’s name in the industry’s eye to nearly the

end of the century, when the principals finally changed

the firm’s title to Widmann, Walsh and Boisselier.5

So who was this Edmund Jungenfeld [Fig. 1], that his

name should carry such weight in the history of

American brewery architecture? A biographical account

published in May, 1884, reported that Jungenfeld had

been born in Mayence (Mainz), Germany in 1841 (some
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sources say 1839). He studied at the polytechnic

schools in Darmstadt, Karlsruhe, and Paris, then trav-

eled widely, including to England, France, and Italy,

while finding employment over several years with vari-

ous railroads.  In the spring of 1864 he emigrated to the

United States, locating in St. Louis permanently.6 He

first appeared as an architect in the St. Louis city direc-

tory of 1868,7 and as a partner in the firm of (Fred E.)

Reichard & Jungenfeld in 1869 and 1870.8

By 1871, however, Jungenfeld had moved up to become

a partner in one of the most prominent of St. Louis

architectural firms, Walsh & Smith, which then became

Walsh, Smith & Jungenfeld. Thomas Waryng Walsh,

born and trained in architecture in Ireland, had built a

strong reputation in St. Louis from the 1850s, when the

city was rapidly expanding: its 1850 population of

77,860 grew to 160,773 by 1860. Walsh became espe-

cially well-known for a number of important local

commercial and public buildings, and his office expand-

ed with his reputation, soon including not only a new

partner in Jungenfeld, but also younger personnel, like

Thomas Walsh’s son, Robert W. Walsh, and Frederick

Widmann.9 Walsh’s earlier partner, the British-born

James Smith, soon left the firm, so that in 1874 it

became Walsh & Jungenfeld,10 a firm prominent

enough to warrant an appearance in the 1876 Compton

& Dry pictorial atlas of St. Louis.11 The text for that vol-

ume credited Jungenfeld specifically with such public

projects as the State Blind Asylum, Jacksonville, IL; the

Soldier’s Orphans’ Home, Bloomington, IL; the State

Normal School, Carbondale, IL; the Northern Insane

Asylum, St. Joseph, MO; and 13 school houses for the

St. Louis Board of Public Schools. More significant for

his coming work and for this essay was Jungenfeld’s

being credited with planning and supervising construc-

tion of the Bavarian Brewery.12

The Bavarian Brewery, St. Louis, will serve here to

demonstrate several important changes that character-

ized brewing and brewery architecture in that city and

throughout the United States in the second half of the

19th century. One of those changes is referred to very

directly in the name of this brewery, and that is the

‘Germanizing’ of the American brewing industry.

Secondly, while the Bavarian Brewery was initially

small and insignificant, it would not remain so, as, like

others that began small, the Bavarian grew substantial-

ly, especially in the wake of the Civil War. Growth

was spurred by technological developments and new

marketing strategies. Additional considerations like

refrigeration and bottling put new spatial demands on

the facilities, leading to new architectural solutions to

new issues in brewing. As brewing became more

demanding, the design of buildings began to be handled

by architects, whose professional training gave them the

skills to create new kinds of buildings that made the

American brewery a new kind of place. The story of the

Bavarian Brewery and Edmund Jungenfeld’s role in its

development shows how the fact of a talented architect’s

involvement facilitated the brewer’s dealing with all of

these and many other changes in brewing, in this case,

laying the groundwork for one of the most successful of

American breweries, eventually known as Anheuser-

Busch.

To focus on the Bavarian Brewery is to return initially

to that ‘primitive’ first stage of American brewery archi-

tecture. Started in a small wooden structure by George

Schneider in 1852, the Bavarian Brewery was rebuilt in
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Figure 1. Portrait of Edmund Jungenfeld, Architect, St. Louis.

Source: The Western Brewer. IV, 5, May 1884, unpaged 

supplement.



brick c.1856-7 [Fig. 2], in a manner that can only be

called ‘vernacular’ in nature, i.e., built primarily in a

functional manner without any particular ‘style’. The

brewery passed through a series of other owners until, in

1860, it landed in the hands of its owners’ creditors, the

soap manufacturer Eberhard Anheuser, born in Rhenish

Prussia in 180513 [Fig. 3] and his partner, William

D’Oench.14 Neither was trained as a brewer, yet they

continued to operate the brewery as E. Anheuser & Co.

until D’Oench retired in 1864 to return to earlier inter-

ests, and Anheuser found himself stressed by trying to

run two separate businesses at the same time. His search

for someone to help with the brewery led him to some-

one he already knew, both in business and personally,

and the man who proved the perfect person for the job.   

Adolphus Busch [Fig. 4] had married Anheuser’s

daughter Lilly in 1861,15 and had spent some years in

the brewers supply business, which is probably where

Anheuser first met him. Anheuser took Busch into E.

Anheuser & Co. in 1865, and his choice was clearly a

good one. Within five years of Busch’s arrival, sales

were up 125%, and Anheuser had given Busch almost a

free hand in operating the brewery.16 Success continued,

and in 1875, the firm incorporated as a stock company

called ‘E. Anheuser & Co.’s Brewing Association’, with

Anheuser as President and Busch as Secretary and

Treasurer.17 Busch’s impact was such that, in 1879, the

firm’s name was changed yet again, to the ‘Anheuser-

Busch Brewing Association, in compliment to Mr.

Adolphus Busch, to whose rare executive ability the

concern owes its great success’.18

Thus it was that, in the period from the mid-1860s on,

the fortunes of both Edmund Jungenfeld and Adolphus

Busch had begun to rise substantially in St. Louis. The

link between them was more than just parallel timing or

location. It was Jungenfeld’s work for Busch at

Anheuser’s Bavarian Brewery, beginning in 1869, that

helped to establish the architect’s primary direction for

the rest of his career, as it was Busch’s choice to use

Jungenfeld’s architectural skills that totally transformed

the Bavarian Brewery over time. Together, Busch and

Jungenfeld helped to bring the very nature of brewery

architecture into a whole new stage of development, in

St. Louis and beyond.
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Figure 2. St. Louis, MO: Bavarian Brewery, Brew House of

1856-7. Source: Anon. (1903) One Hundred Years of Brewing.

Chicago: J.W. Wing & Co., p.348.

Figure 3. Portrait of Eberhard Anheuser, St. Louis. Source:

Anon. (1903) One Hundred Years of Brewing. Chicago: J.W.

Wing & Co., p.348.



The origins of both Busch and Jungenfeld reflected very

directly the growing prominence of German-born brew-

ers and architects in St. Louis brewing circles by the

1860s. This was no fluke, but an inherent part of the

interlocked set of changes coming into the American

brewing industry in the second half of the 19th century.

One of the most basic of these was the shift in American

brewing, from the 1840s, away from its earlier reliance

on English brewing methods and toward the somewhat

different techniques of German brewing. English ales

and related brews were not disappearing, but German

lager beers were growing dramatically in popularity, a

fact easily seen in the German names of the major fig-

ures mentioned thus far. The shift to lager was motivat-

ed in large part, of course, by the enormous numbers of

German immigrants flooding into the United States.

Their taste for lighter, more refreshing lager beers

spread in time to other Americans, who by the 1870s

were increasingly inclined more to lager than to ale.19

Major differences in these brewing techniques included

the yeast each process used in fermentation. English

ales resulted from yeast that fermented at the top of the

fermenting tank, while the yeast in German lagers fer-

mented at the bottom. More important in terms of the

architectural requirements of breweries was that lager

needed a much longer aging period (several months ini-

tially) in much colder, near-freezing temperatures. This

led lager brewers for a long time to dig underground

vaults or to modify caves to take advantage of the earth’s

natural cooling, frequently augmented with natural ice

cut from frozen rivers and ponds to bring their beers

slowly to maturity. These circumstances also limited

brewing to the colder months of the year, a limitation

that sometimes clashed with the growing demand for

lager.20

At the Bavarian Brewery, the increase in business during

Adolphus Busch’s first years was enough to require a new

and larger brew house, and it was Edmund Jungenfeld

whom Busch chose to design it. Jungenfeld’s 1869-70

brew house for the Bavarian Brewery was the one noted

in Compton & Dry (1876), and it was probably the first

architect-designed brewery project in St. Louis. It was

facilitated, in part, by Busch’s 1869 liquidating of his

earlier partnership in the brewers supply business men-

tioned above. Freed of his previous ties, Busch could

concentrate his attention on the brewery, and he now

had capital that could help fuel its expansion.21 No doc-

uments yet explain specifically what brought Busch and

Jungenfeld together, but it could not have hurt that both

men shared a birthplace in or near Mainz, Germany,

and were of similar ages,22 or that both were ambitious

and attuned to the possibilities of the post-Civil War

industrial boom then emerging. Each offered the other

important opportunities, and each would benefit from

their mutual immersion in the brewing industry. As

Busch was later lauded for his executive ability, so too

was Jungenfeld, for his intellectual dedication to under-

standing the architectural and related needs of brewing:

In 1869 his townsman, Adolphus Busch, Esq., employed 

him [Edmund Jungenfeld] to build his first brew house, and

through the growth of the Anheuser-Busch Brewing

Association, and their rapidly increasing demands for 

facilities, he was obliged to devote more and more of his 

time to the training and studying of the smaller details, and

the theories of brewing, so as to distinguish what was needful

and useful in all the branches of this important business ...

thus studying and gaining the wisdom and understanding of

the brewery business in all its branches ...23
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Figure 4. Portrait of Adolphus Busch, St. Louis. Source: The

Western Brewer. VII, 11, November 1882, unpaged 

supplement, following p.1582.



Jungenfeld’s connection with Adolphus Busch, then,

was crucial, not only to an important personal relation-

ship, but also to Jungenfeld’s eventual standing as one

of the pioneers of architect-designed American brewery

architecture. One might speculate, too, whether

Jungenfeld’s initial work for Busch in 1869-70 was the

stimulus for the architect’s move into the Walsh &

Smith firm the very next year. Whatever the case,

Jungenfeld and Busch clearly meshed effectively:

Jungenfeld became the architect for Anheuser-Busch

through the rest of his career, and his successors carried

on that close association with this brewery virtually to

the time of National Prohibition in 1920.

Jungenfeld’s 1869 brew house for Busch [Fig. 5] also

spoke to widespread stylistic changes being seen in

brewery architecture of the post-Civil War era. His

design featured a rectangular plan about 62' wide by

30' deep, and three stories and about 26' high.24 One

long wall served as the main façade, emphasizing the

horizontal direction, and was laid out as a symmetrical

five-bay front with a shallow central pavilion. The

pavilion was gabled, but the other bays were capped by

continuous flat cornices below a very shallow-pitched

roof, with a small cupola at one end and a smoke stack

beyond. Windows in the façade were arranged in regu-

larly spaced and vertically aligned groups of three in

four of the bays, in groups of two in the pavilion, and

large wagon doors were set in the second and fourth

bays at ground level. While all of these features broke

up the overall plane of the wall surface, they did so only

slightly and in an orderly fashion that balanced voids

with solid areas of wall. The end result differs greatly

from the earlier brew house immediately adjacent.

The effect in the new brew house was that of a sim-

plified version of the Rundbogenstil, the German

‘round-arched style’, seemingly imported from 19th-

century German architecture, if also related to what is

often called in the United States the Early Romanesque

Revival, with overtones of the Italianate style. I prefer

the German name, however, because I believe the

choice of this style intentionally expressed German-

born brewers’ pride, both in their origins and in their

increasing success against the formerly dominant

English tradition in American brewing. Earlier, in

Germany, the Rundbogenstil arose in part from concerns

for finding an expressive national style for German 19th-

century architecture, specifically in an argument origi-

nating in the written and built work of architect Heinrich

Hübsch.25 In America, this style appeared often in the

wave of German-American breweries built or rebuilt

during or shortly after the Civil War, as brewers chose a

more style-conscious manner of building, instead of

plainer, traditional vernacular modes. Another example

of this phenomenon, more ornamental than Jungenfeld’s

design for the Bavarian Brewery, was the Lion Brewery

of Windisch, Muhlhauser & Bro. [Fig. 6], opened in
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Figure 5. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: Brew House, Bavarian Brewery, St. Louis, 1869 (with 1856-57 Brew House at left).

Source: Anon. (1903) One Hundred Years of Brewing. Chicago: J.W. Wing & Co., p.348.



Cincinnati on 1 January 1867.26 While the Lion

Brewery is gone, Cincinnati had - and still possesses -

several significant Rundbogenstil brewery buildings

from this period; others could be found in a number of

other Midwestern cities, although almost none of them

remains or can be credited to a specific architect.27 St.

Louis likely had several besides the Bavarian, but none

of them has survived, nor are architects’ names yet

associated with any but Jungenfeld’s.

Jungenfeld’s involvement in the architecture of brewing

extended beyond style to other aspects of a brewery’s

typical activities. Along with the brew house he built for

Busch in 1869-70, Jungenfeld added a new malt house

to the Bavarian plant, visible behind the new brew

house in Figure 5, the tall cupolaed pyramidal roofs

marking its malt kilns. He likewise constructed addi-

tional cellars, which were most likely traditional

underground vaults. Together, these new facilities

increased the brewery’s annual capacity to 25,000 bar-

rels of beer per year,28 where, by contrast, the brewery’s

sales in 1865 had totaled only 8,000 barrels.29 Actual

production by 1874 was 23,560 barrels, showing that E.

Anheuser & Co. was growing fast, in part due to

Jungenfeld’s improvements. Still, the brewery remained

only the third largest in St. Louis, behind the William J.

Lemp and Fritz & Wainwright breweries (then produc-

ing 41,872 and 24,051 barrels respectively).30

By the 1870s the push to brew more and more lager

began to make clear the limitations of underground

lagering vaults, as well as the brew and malt houses that

supplied them. Many began investigating more efficient

and larger facilities in which to age increasing quantities

of lager in properly cool temperatures. Edmund

Jungenfeld was among numbers of other early brewery

architects, engineers, and inventors who were exploring

new means of cooling lagering facilities in this period.

His efforts would begin to appear at the Bavarian

Brewery as part of the next major building period, at the

end of the 1870s.

Meanwhile, Adolphus Busch hit on yet another way to

build up his brewery - by bottling lager on a large scale,
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Figure 6. Cincinnati, OH: Windisch, Lion Brewery of Windisch, Muhlhauser & Bro., advertisement. Source: The Western Brewer.

VI, 11, 1881, p.1406.



specifically as a means of distributing it successfully

far beyond the St. Louis area, therefore (he hoped)

expanding markets exponentially. Developing bottling

on such a scale was a new and complicated undertaking,

but it was also the impetus to tremendous growth in

production and facilities at Anheuser-Busch, and to the

extension of brewery-related refrigeration in new

directions. Largely through the advances in bottling he

instituted beginning in the early 1870s, Busch was able,

at last, to bring Anheuser-Busch to the position of lead-

ing brewery among the 25 operating in St. Louis in 1885.31

Adolphus Busch began shipping bottled beer experimen-

tally to several Texas towns in 1872, only a start to what

would become a nationwide, then international business.

Busch’s investigation of bottling on a large scale and

mastery of techniques to keep bottled beer cold and fresh

during long-distance shipping brought out his extraor-

dinary skills. Among other factors, he successfully

developed facilities and equipment for bottling, applied

Louis Pasteur’s new principle of pasteurization to keep

bottled beer fresh longer, took advantage of and pushed

further recent advances in refrigerated railroad cars,

while making savvy use of the post-Civil War expansion

of American railroads as his primary means of transport-

ing his beer far and wide.32 Today we take for granted

the availability of bottled beer everywhere, but in many

respects we owe that fact largely to Adolphus Busch, as

was recognized in the industry as early as 1882:

Mr. Busch was one of the first of our brewers to see the

importance of bottling the product of his own vats, and may
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Figure 7. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: Site plan, Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The Western

Brewer. IV, 12, detail of unpaged supplement.
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Figure 8. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: C. Conrad & Co’s Budweiser Bottling Department, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The

Western Brewer. IV, 12, December 1879, unpaged supplement.



justly be said to have been the father of this branch of the

business in America.33

Busch’s rapid development of bottling and the markets

for it was what ultimately lifted Anheuser-Busch to the

status of a national-level brewer.34

Architectural evidence of the growth spurt that arose

from the new emphasis on bottling at the brewery began

to appear at E. Anheuser & Co.’s Brewing Association

in late 1876 and 1877. A St. Louis newspaper reported

in January 1877 that E. Anheuser & Co. 

were compelled not long since to make an extensive addition

to their bottling department, but its capacity is already over-

taxed, and ground will soon be broken for a new building,

which will fully double the present facilities.35

Unfortunately, no immediate visual records or architec-

tural description appears to survive for these bottling

facilities, nor has Jungenfeld been specifically con-

nected with their design. However, the architect’s close

relationship with Adolphus Busch before and after 1877

is reason to assume Jungenfeld was responsible.

Further, an 1879 site plan of the brewery [Fig. 7], based

on E. Jungenfeld & Co.’s drawings, showed the bottling

department on the upper right, if only as a long rectan-

gular building, one short end facing onto Pestalozzi

Street. Still, the location of this building, set behind and

removed from the old and new brew houses discussed

above and below, is instructive. Bottling’s separation

from other production facilities reflected the U.S. gov-

ernment’s response to the sudden rise of bottling.

Federal taxes were at that time based on the number of

barrels of beer a brewery produced, each barrel stamped

to verify payment of tax. Because bottling direct from

the aging cellars threatened established taxation proce-

dures, new rules were instituted as bottling increased,

‘requiring transit of casks over a public highway’36

before beer could be bottled. This practice assured that

beer was being properly measured and taxed first, and

it served government needs well enough that the rule

separating bottling houses from brewing and aging

facilities at breweries lasted into the mid-1890s.

Another glimpse of 1870s bottling involved the bottling

of a beer still centrally related to Anheuser-Busch.

Budweiser, which resulted from a collaboration

between Adolphus Busch and his friend, Carl Conrad,

was originally brewed at the Anheuser brewery, but

bottled by a separate company, C. Conrad & Co., in its

own facilities. The new brand appeared in 1876,37 its

fame soon assured, and by August 1879, Jungenfeld was

reported to have just finished a model bottling establish-

ment for C. Conrad & Co. [Fig. 8]. The building was 76'

across its front by 124' deep, with steam tanks, cork

steaming, branding, bottle washing machines, etc., the

whole lit electrically.38 This brief description alludes to

a structure of some size, with the kind of mechanized

operations that would have reflected as well the increas-

ing concern of the period with labor-saving equipment

and processes in the brewery. C. Conrad & Co. bottled

Budweiser exclusively until 1883, when the Anheuser-

Busch brewery finally took it over.39

As bottling spurred expansion at E. Anheuser & Co.,

Adolphus Busch in 1876 requested that Edmund

Jungenfeld draw up new plans for the rapidly growing

plant.40 Current facilities were being overwhelmed, as

could be seen in the fact that Jungenfeld’s previous brew

house of 1869 had been designed for a production level

of 25,000 barrels per year, but ‘the rapidly increasing

business has strained its capacity to over 100,000 bar-

rels last year [1878]’.41 Significantly, Busch and

Jungenfeld did not attack this problem piecemeal;

instead, they worked out a plan that not only resulted in

better facilities in the short run, but also laid out expect-

ed needs for the future. Even as bottling facilities

expanded, another whole series of buildings was about

to be added to the brewery grounds through 1879,

based, as The Western Brewer put it, ‘upon a previously

matured plan so as to form one organic whole’.42 This is

remarkably early for a reference to such a coherent

overall plan for a growing brewery, and it speaks

directly to the impact of a professionally trained archi-

tect on the shaping of this plant.43

One of the first outcomes of the 1876 plan was a major

project announced in January 1879, but begun late in the

previous year, that grew substantially over the coming

months. Initially, it was said to include cellars whose

capacity added space for another 12,000 barrels of beer,

a wash house, a pitching house (the latter two for clean-

ing and resealing of barrels), and an ice house capable

of holding 12,000 tons of natural ice. In February,

Jungenfeld was noted as supervising construction of an

additional element, a new racking room (where finished

beer was packaged in barrels and kegs), which had its
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own ice chamber above.44 In March, Jungenfeld was

said to have completed the ice house during the past

winter,45 and April brought the announcement that

Jungenfeld, now said to be the St. Louis partner of Theo.

Krausch & Co. (to whom we will return shortly), was

making plans as well for a new brew house for E.

Anheuser Brewing Association.46 By May the various

earlier references were pulled together, and the project

summarized as including three vaulted cellars, four ice

storage houses of 1,200 tons capacity each, a wash

house, a pitching shed (60 x 90'), a racking room with

ice house above (50 x 70'), and the new brew house,

now under construction.47 The amount of publicity

across several months suggests that these additions were

seen in the industry as significant.

Finally, in December 1879, The Western Brewer published

a glowing report on the new additions, titled ‘Great

Breweries of the World: The Anheuser-Busch Brewing

Association, St. Louis’, and supplemented with a

remarkable fold-out illustration of the renovated plant

that the journal claimed to be ‘the largest engraving ever

published in any paper’.48 This black-and-white foldout

illustration included elevation drawings of the major new

buildings, a longitudinal section of the ice house/fer-

menting house/beer storage house group, sections and

upper-story plans of the new brew house, and a general

site plan of the entire Anheuser-Busch plant. The wealth

of images also demonstrated the importance The Western

Brewer saw in this set of projects, as the additions pro-

vided a clear example of the increasing complexity of the
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Figure 9. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: Additions to Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The Western

Brewer. IV, 12, December 1879, unpaged foldout supplement.



up-to-date brewery Busch and Jungenfeld envisioned.

Further, I would argue that these images give key evi-

dence of the architect’s innovative thinking, and the new

directions he was moving, both visually and functionally.

All of Jungenfeld’s 1879 additions were of brick, most

likely red brick (the standard even today at Anheuser-

Busch). Visually, they formed a continuous horizontal

row of buildings of varying heights, but generally

relatively low [Fig. 9]. Their facades shared, if not con-

sistently, architectural features like round-headed and

segmental arches, pilasters that divided facades into sec-

tions, corbel arcading along some upper edges of forms,

and seemingly flat or parapeted rooflines, some accent-

ed with pairs of simple decorative finials that would be

repeated in diverse Anheuser-Busch buildings for so

many decades that they became a kind of signature of the

firm.49 The consistency of formal language here helped

tie the several diverse buildings together coherently. At

the same time, there was much visual variety among the

facades, a fact that helped distinguish elements from one

another. As breweries continued to evolve in coming

decades, their architects commonly gave visual distinc-

tion to the varied functional elements of breweries, not

for decorative reasons alone, but also as part of the effort

to facilitate the particular needs of the brewery’s various

processes. That inclination is already visible here.

Some such distinctions are clear in the 1879 Anheuser-

Busch ice house, fermenting and beer storage houses
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[Fig. 10] at the left end of the overall group. All of these

had few or only small exterior openings, a choice that

helped keep inside the cold air that facilitated the func-

tions in each. Instead of leaving the buildings’ exteriors

plain, however, Jungenfeld gave all of them decorative

facades, featuring (instead of windows) varied arrange-

ments of mostly ‘blind’ panel-like devices, often

recessed slightly and segmentally or round-arched,

sometimes with corbel arcading above, and with occa-

sional small windows, including circular windows

(oculi), these last perhaps with pivoting openings for

ventilation. It is noteworthy that the Anheuser-Busch

ice, fermenting, and beer storage (lagering) houses were

moving aboveground, but here they were spread out

horizontally, rather than being stacked vertically, as

would shortly become typical of aboveground icehous-

es. In the more common aboveground icehouse devel-

oping in this period [Fig. 11], fermenting and aging

facilities usually sat, in that order, below a top story that

held an enormous amount of natural ice, the cold natu-

rally descending to chill the lower chambers.

The contrast in Jungenfeld’s design is apparent. Indeed,

The Western Brewer observed that Jungenfeld’s arrange-

ment of these ice, fermenting, and lagering houses was

‘a novelty in its way, the ice being laid upon one side,

on a natural bank of earth, the cold air being drawn

down into the rooms’,50 as seen in a section drawing

[Fig. 12]. This unusual layout might be explained as

a way to avoid the dripping of melting ice into fer-

mentation vats, which were traditionally open-topped,

especially since, next door to the right, in the beer stor-

age house, ice was stored directly above lager casks,

which were traditionally closed-topped. While innova-

tive, the layout here was not Jungenfeld’s creation

alone.  Instead, his 1879 fermenting house used a cool-

ing system patented by D.W.C. Sandford, with ice

stored at the ends of the building, and cold air pumped

through horizontal pipes in the first floor to the second

floor, where warm air escaped through a pipe atop the

ice body.51 Nevertheless, the layout suggests the con-
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Figure 10. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: Ice, Fermenting, Beer Storage Houses elevation, detail of Additions to Anheuser-Busch

Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The Western Brewer. IV, 12, December 1879, unpaged foldout supplement.

Figure 11. Fisher Refrigerator (Chicago), detail from an adver-

tisement. Source: The Western Brewer. II, 4, April 1877, p.131.



scious rethinking of earlier methods that led to variations

on architectural forms, as it also shows Jungenfeld’s

awareness of current developments in refrigeration.

Eventually, in the early to mid-1880s and beyond, the

kinds of cooling concerns seen in Jungenfeld’s 1879

designs led him and many others to adopt entirely arti-

ficial, mechanical refrigeration, which also assured the

brewing of lager year-round. But the path to fully mech-

anized refrigeration was gradual, marked by numbers of

in-between kinds of architectural and cooling solutions.

Various designers experimented with, even patented an

array of above-ground ice house arrangements, as

Figures 11 and 12 demonstrate. Overlapping these were

tests of early refrigerating machinery, sometimes com-

bined with natural ice and underground cellars, some-

times with aboveground ice houses. Cellars cooled with

ice gradually gave way, however, as cooling machines

became reliable on their own, without the expense or

mess of natural ice. Out of this change came another

building type within the brewery, the aboveground stock

house, similar in form sometimes to the aboveground

ice house, but designed for fermenting and aging lager

entirely mechanically. That was still in the future in

1879, however, if coming soon.  

Before jumping ahead, we should consider the rest of

Jungenfeld’s 1879 additions at Anheuser-Busch.

Picking up with the next building in Figure 9, the one to

the right of the beer storage houses was labeled the rack-

ing house [Fig. 13], but apparently served at least three

purposes. In front it was an unwalled, tall-roofed, one-

story space, where workers could move packages after

beer was transferred into barrels and kegs within the

actual racking house, which was recessed behind this

porch-like area; the layout is clearer in the site plan,

Figure 7. Perhaps it was from here that beer was also

moved to the bottling house, or loaded on cars on the

adjacent railroad tracks. The ice house mentioned in

press coverage as above the racking house must only

have risen above the rear section of this building, and

the second story of its front wall was largely covered by

the shipping area’s tall roof, thus keeping it enclosed for

the sake of the ice within. Notations on the drawings

indicate that the uppermost (third) story of the racking

house held a surface cooler that connected with the sim-

ilarly designed top story of the machine house adjacent

to the right.

That machine house was but one part of the new brew

house of 1879 [Fig. 14], which differed in important

ways from the structures just mentioned and from

Jungenfeld’s own 1869 brew house, attached via an

upper-story bridge at right. The differences indicate that

the brew house was already taking on a new form that

pointed in the general direction in which brew houses

would develop through the 1880s and 1890s. In contrast

to the 1869 design [Figs. 5, 14], and in spite of being
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Figure 12. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: Ice, Fermenting, Beer Storage Houses, longitudinal section, detail of Additions to

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The Western Brewer. IV, 12, December 1879, unpaged foldout

supplement.



labeled simply ‘New Brewhouse’, the front elevation of

the 1879 brew house was visibly designed as two dis-

tinct units. The lower, broader, three-bay, three-story

machine house was set to the left, and the taller, narrow-

er two-bay, apparently four-story brew house proper to

the right. The two sections were nevertheless closely

related visually through various details, including con-

tinuous belt courses above the first and second stories

(in American parlance; in British usage, above the

ground and first stories). Wall openings in the two sec-
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Figure 13. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: Racking House, elevation, detail of Additions to Anheuser-Busch

Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The Western Brewer. IV, 12, December 1879, unpaged fold-

out supplement.

Figure 14. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: New (1879) and Old (1869) Brew Houses, elevation, detail of Additions to

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The Western Brewer. IV, 12, December 1879, unpaged

foldout supplement.



tions were similar in form, but their arrangement shifted

the balance between voids and solids that had been typ-

ical of the earlier Rundbogenstil. Now, both sections’

walls were opened far more than in the earlier style, yet

the buildings retained a sturdy, more assertive quality, as

together, they were also rather larger than the 1869 brew

house. 

The two sections of the new brew house [Fig. 15] were

designed to be similar, so, the machine house had a

round-arched central double door at ground level, and

the brew house proper had the same, but set off-center

in the lower left bay. Windows on the ground stories of

both sections were paired and transomed, round-headed,

and double-hung, with 6/6 lights. Pairs of windows and

the doors were set within slightly recessed, segmentally

arched arcades springing across the ground story of each

facade between shallow framing pilasters of a quite

solid form. On the machine house facade, the middle

story also had an arcade, but here of three broad, low-

springing, round-arched bays, with transomed triple

windows tucked into each bay. Above, the machine

house’s uppermost story again had three bays, but with

openings that were likely louvered, rather than glazed,

reflecting the presence within of large, shallow surface

coolers (that the Germans called kühlschiffe), in which

the wort, recently boiled in the brew house proper, was

cooled before being run to the fermenting house for the

addition of yeast. Cooling of the wort was further facil-

itated by the raised, louvered penthouse or monitor that

rose above the shallow-pitched roof to let more heat

escape.52

Adjacent to the machine house was the façade of what I

am calling the ‘brew house proper’. Two bays wide, its

first story (British ground story) had the double-door

entrance identical to that of the machine house in the left

bay, and a pair of transomed, round-arched, double-

hung windows in the right. Both bays were shallowly

arcaded and pilastered like the same story of the

machine house, creating a strong sense of continuity

between the two sections. On the second story (British
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Figure 15. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: New Brew House - Machine House (L) and Brew House proper (R),

elevation, detail of Additions to Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The Western

Brewer. IV, 12, December 1879, unpaged foldout supplement.



first story) the two bays each had a set of triple round-

arched windows framed by pilasters like those below,

those triple windows seemingly capped on the next

story up by broad, low-springing round arches with

triple windows tucked in, much like those on the second

story of the machine house, below and to the left. The

higher placement of these large arches and the addition-

al layer of triple windows below this third level helped

give the brew house proper greater prominence over the

machine house. This emphasis was furthered by a nar-

row horizontal band above, inscribed ‘ANHEUSER-

BUSCH BREWING ASSN.’, and by an additional,

shorter fourth story with a range of eight narrow rectan-

gular windows set in two groups of four, just above the

inscription and just below the roofline. Finally, the

taller, more steeply pitched roof and the large, multi-

windowed cupola made the brew house proper both

taller than its machine-house component, and the tallest

element among all of the 1879 buildings. Its height and

especially its proportions also gave it a substantially

more vertical and cubic emphasis than had been charac-

teristic of the far more horizontal 1869 brew house. 

Both exterior and interior revealed Jungenfeld’s growing

concern with making the brew house proper a center of

attention, a focal point, a physical statement that,

through its visual strength (along with the other build-

ings, certainly), facilitated, but also celebrated the bur-

geoning production levels of the Anheuser-Busch

Brewing Association. The taller, more cubic proportions

are borne out in scale notations within these drawings.

These allow one to estimate that the 1879 brew house

proper was about 40' wide by 37.5' deep, so nearly

square in plan [Fig. 16], and at 36' high to the roofline

(49+' to the top of the cupola), just off a full cube. The

adjacent machine house was 53+' wide and L-shaped in

plan, wrapping around behind the brew house proper.

Together, the two sections stretched about 97.5' on the

façade by 55' deep on the left and 60’ deep on the right.

These dimensions certainly outstripped Jungenfeld’s

1869 building, which was 62+' wide by 30' deep and

26+' high to the roofline, and in which the brew house

vessels were apparently housed only in the left third to

half of the five-bay building (see site plan, Fig. 7).

Jungenfeld combined these various characteristics into a

style that differed from the earlier Rundbogenstil, while

retaining a dependence on the round-headed and seg-

mental arches of the Romanesque Revival. Eventually,

if not until into the 1880s and 90s, many architect-

designed American breweries would tend toward a

version of the ‘Richardsonian Romanesque’, a heavier,

more robust variation on the lighter early Romanesque

Revival that noted American architect Henry Hobson

Richardson was creating in the 1870s and 80s.53 This

Richardsonian-influenced style is well demonstrated by

a still later brew house for Anheuser-Busch [Fig. 17],

finished in 1893 by the successors to Edmund

Jungenfeld.54 A similar style marked other 1880s-90s

breweries as well, even where the brew house was not

so independent, but one of a close grouping of compo-

nents - not always the tallest, but generally recognizable

from the relatively cubic form and the array of large

ornamental windows [Fig. 18]. Jungenfeld’s 1879

designs had not yet arrived at the later style, and some

might suggest that they still had Italianate aspects, but I

would argue that these buildings, particularly the brew

house proper, were more muscular than the Italianate

style generally. Thus, I see Jungenfeld’s 1879 buildings

at Anheuser-Busch as a step beyond the Rundbogenstil

and leading toward the heavier Romanesque so often

seen in somewhat later American brewery architecture.

This forward-looking quality seems to me to underscore

Jungenfeld’s ‘pioneer’ status.

Mere exterior style, however, was not at all the whole

story here. A longitudinal section of both machine house
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Figure 16. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: New Brew House,

Plan of Second Story, Additions to Anheuser-Busch Brewing

Association, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The Western Brewer. IV,

12, December 1879, unpaged foldout supplement.
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Figure 17. E. Jungenfeld & Co., architects: Brew House, Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, Brew House, 1891-93.

Source: Photograph by the author, March 1995.
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and brew house proper [Fig. 19] showed quite different

interiors in the two components. The machine house had

three distinct stories of similar height, as its façade sug-

gested; the first (ground) story housed an engine room

and a condensed water tank, with machinery and hop

storage on second, and the surface coolers on third.

Entirely differently, the interior of the brew house prop-

er was not determined by its exterior, which suggested a

four-story interior. Instead, the longitudinal section,

augmented by a cross-section of the brew house proper

[Fig. 20], showed the interior divided into varying par-

tial levels by iron-framed and balustraded platforms that

supported and gave access to specific equipment and

that often took only part of the width of the interior

space. These platforms were placed almost without

regard to the exterior design, some extending from walls

opposite to one another, but not meeting or at different

levels, in order to allow brewing vessels to be arranged

to facilitate a gravity-based flow of materials - water

tanks and malt hopper near the top fed into the mash tub

below, which then fed the still lower steam-jacketed

kettle, then the hop back, etc.55 Because the platforms

did not extend the full width of the interior, the cupola

above could illuminate the full height of the interior

in the building’s center. Between the cupola and the

multiple windows in the exterior walls, the brew house

proper was designed to have a sense of light-filled ver-

ticality, while also allowing for plenty of ventilation in

a structure where the heat of the cooking processes

made for very different conditions and needs than those

of fermenting or lagering houses.

The new facilities upped production capacity sub-

stantially. Anheuser-Busch’s sales for 1880 reached

131,000 barrels, and its sales of bottled beer more than

doubled between 1875-76 and 1879-80.56 On the other

hand, the 1879 facilities made clear that Adolphus

Busch and Edmund Jungenfeld were still using natural

ice for cooling the fermenting and storage houses. That

would change within only two to three years, again

demonstrating the forward thinking of both brewer and

architect.

Even as Jungenfeld was providing for the growth of

Anheuser-Busch in the later 1870s, he had also been

exploring newer means of cooling lagering facilities.

This interest led him, in the fall of 1878, into a rather

unusual and somewhat long-distance partnership with

another early brewery architect/engineer, Theodore
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Figure 19. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: New Brew House,

Longitudinal Section, detail of Additions to Anheuser-Busch

Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1879. Source: The Western.

Brewer IV, 12, December 1879): unpaged foldout supplement.

Figure 20. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: New Brew House

(Brew House proper), Cross Section, detail of Additions to

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1879.

Source: The Western Brewer. IV, 12, December 1879,

unpaged foldout supplement.



Krausch [Fig. 21]. Krausch had first appeared in

Philadelphia, then New York City, advertising himself

as early as 1869 primarily as an engineer and machinist

specializing in equipment for breweries, malt and ice

houses.57 His later ads, repeated often, included (with

various devices he had invented) a cutaway drawing of

his version of an aboveground ice house arrangement

[Fig. 22], where, as was by then becoming typical, a

massive amount of ice on the uppermost level provided

sufficient cold for the fermenting and lagering of beer

on the lower stories.58 Within a few years, he pushed

farther and combined such an ice house with an early ice

machine, first successfully installing such a system in

Albert Ziegele’s brewery in Buffalo, NY in April

1877.59 Krausch’s efforts paralleled others’ experiments

with mechanically driven refrigeration, as they moved,

little by little, toward the goal of fully artificial refriger-

ation.

Buoyed by this success, Krausch spent the summer and

fall of 1877 supervising construction of a ‘model’ brew-

ery for Michael Brand, Chicago. Apparently, Krausch

decided that there was work to be had in the Midwest,

and before the end of 1877, he was reported to have

‘recently settled in Chicago and opened an office at 65

Exchange Building’.50 From there he contracted with

W.J. Lemp’s Western Brewery, St. Louis, to provide

refrigeration for what was then the largest brewer in St.

Louis.61 It may have been through the work for Lemp

that Theodor Krausch came into contact with Edmund

Jungenfeld. Regardless of how they met, Krausch

announced in November 1878 that he had associated

himself with Jungenfeld, ‘also an expert engineer in the

same line’, in a new operation to be called ‘Theo.

Krausch & Co.’, or the ‘Constructing Office of Theo.

Krausch & Co’. Their first ad [Fig. 23] appeared that

month, filling a full page in The Western Brewer and

already listing a remarkable array of projects, most of

which must have been previously begun or only in the

planning stage. They claimed to be installing their sys-

tems of refrigeration and ventilation, and building ice

storage houses and refrigerating houses for dozens of

breweries scattered from New York and Philadelphia to

Buffalo, Chicago, Detroit, Milwaukee, and St. Louis,

among many other locations.62 In pledging to ‘Design,

Arrange and Construct Breweries, Malt Houses, Ice

Houses, Grain Elevators, Etc., and their Entire

Machinery’, Theo. Krausch & Co. offered a full-service

approach that marks an important point in the transition
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Figure 21. Portrait of Theodore Krausch, architect, Chicago,

1885. Source: The Western Brewer. X, 11, November 1885,

unpaged supplement.

Figure 22. Theodore Krausch, architect: Combination Ice

Cooling & Mechanical Refrigeration Plant, 1877, detail of an

advertisement. Source: The Western Brewer. II, 6, June 1877,

p. 219.
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from the early vernacular breweries of the past and the

modern, professionally designed breweries of the

future.

Together and/or separately, Krausch and Jungenfeld

began to have a notable presence in the brewing indus-

try, as seen in their coverage by industry journals.

Sometimes projects developed by one of them would be

publicized as that man’s design alone, so that most of

the St. Louis projects appear to have been primarily

Jungenfeld’s, while those in Chicago, Milwaukee, and

farther east appear to have been Krausch’s. Sometimes

it is unclear which partner was in charge. Their business

was managed by Joseph Koenigsberg, whose name was

featured with the architects’ names in their ads, although

how Koenigsberg handled things and to what degree

remains hazy. In spite of the appearance of prosperity

conveyed in their ads, however, the team did not last. In

April 1880, The Western Brewer reported that, ‘Mr.

Theodore Krausch has withdrawn from the firm of E.

Jungenfeld & Co., St. Louis ...’63 Regardless, the asso-

ciation of Jungenfeld with Krausch gave the St. Louis

architect valuable experience and recognition in the rap-

idly developing field of artificial refrigeration.

In following years, legal judgments with money dam-

ages were settled against Koenigsberg (1880), then

Krausch (1881, 1882), and in favor of Jungenfeld in the

Circuit Court of St. Louis.64 The legal contentions

among these three men may have resulted from the

demise of Theo. Krausch & Co., but they may also have

had to do with further development of reliable mechan-

ical refrigeration machines.65 The judgment against

Koenigsberg involved a ‘stay of invention’, and settle-

ment eventually included an exchange of shares in the

Empire Refrigerating Company. While no explanation

for the Krausch judgment has been tracked down, the

period of the early 1880s was one in which the sup-

pliers of any number of major refrigeration machines,

most of them now using chilled brine circulating

through extensive piping systems, were competing

intensely within the brewing industry. Several brewery

architects secured rights to various patented refrigera-

tion machines and systems, allowing them to reap the

benefits of being able to supply directly this increasing-

ly important technology.

Again, Edmund Jungenfeld was caught up in the

excitement surrounding an important technological

advance.66 He helped to found the Empire Refrigerating

Company of St. Louis, ‘operating Chas. G. Mayer’s

Patents, incorporated in June 1882, for the sale and

construction of “The Perfect System of Brine

Circulation”’,67 but had clearly been involved earlier.

The background provided in this announcement of

incorporation rather conflated Jungenfeld’s with

Krausch’s achievement at Ziegele’s Buffalo, NY, brew-

ery in 1877, presumably to demonstrate Jungenfeld’s

early involvement in refrigeration innovation. And,

given Jungenfeld’s previous relationship with Krausch,

Jungenfeld must have been part of the period of

experimentation described in the announcement as

coming in the wake of the Ziegele event. Thus, E.

Jungenfeld & Co./Empire Refrigeration Co. claimed

that: 

Several similar machines were erected in different places 

until in the summer of 1880, they executed a contract for S.

Luscher, Frankfort, Ky., when they selected the method of 

circulation of brine through pipes. Since then the advantages

of artificial refrigeration having been clearly demonstrated

and become one of the essentials of the manufacturing 

interest, they have concluded to disconnect the refrigerating

business from their other business of Brewers’ Architects and

Engineers, and under the patents obtained on their system of

circulation ...68

In their ad in the July 1882 Western Brewer [Fig. 24],

the upper half of the page focused on E. Jungenfeld &

Co., Brewers’ Architects and Engineers, 919 Olive St.,

St. Louis, while the lower half drew attention to ‘The

Empire Refrigerating Company, Patentees and Manu-

facturers of Refrigerating Machinery’, at the same

address. The officers of the latter were listed as E.

Jungenfeld, President and Treasurer; C.G. Mayer

(whose patents were the basis of the Empire machine),

Vice-President and Superintendent; and J. Koenigsberg,

Secretary, this last suggesting that Koenigsberg and

Jungenfeld had mended their earlier rift.69 In addition, a

list of 18 references for the Empire machine included

clients in Buffalo, Brooklyn, and New York City, NY;

Fort Worth and Waco, TX; Lancaster, OH; Frankfort,

KY; Memphis, TN; Kansas City and Jefferson City,

MO, along with seven firms in St. Louis and its imme-

diate vicinity. The clear implication here is that

Jungenfeld’s involvement with the Empire machine had

been developing over some time, not just springing into

existence in mid-1882. About two years after this
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announcement the Empire Refrigerating Co. merged

with the Boyle Ice Machine Co. of Chicago, the new

firm to be called the Consolidated Ice Machine Co.70

Not surprisingly, the Anheuser-Busch Brewing

Association appeared among the St. Louis clients of

Jungenfeld/Empire in that 1882 ad, which takes us back

to that important and still growing St. Louis brewery.

Adolphus Busch had been hesitant to invest in artificial

refrigeration before 1880, largely because he had easy

access to ice from the Mississippi River, and because

he had already spent large sums to have ice storage

facilities built in Hannibal, MO, and Quincy, IL, along

with various ice depots in the south and west.71 Still, the

reliable artificial refrigeration machine offered an

important temptation - the possibility of brewing year-

round, without reliance on the whims of nature and the

limitations of underground vaults and natural ice.

Nevertheless, in October 1880, Edmund Jungenfeld was

reported to be increasing the size of Anheuser-Busch’s

large ice house, presumably the one the architect had

built only the year before, to increase lager storage

capacity to 90,000 barrels.72 Continuing the established

pattern, Jungenfeld also planned ice-storage houses for

Anheuser-Busch at Springfield and Seligman, MO by

March 1881.73 Then, rather suddenly, in September

1881, Anheuser-Busch contracted with the Boyle Ice

Machine Company of Chicago for apparatus to cool the

entire brewery, which was to be installed as soon as it

could be constructed.74 While this was hardly the first

time a brewery had ordered an ice machine, the St.
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Figure 25. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: Refrigerating Machine House, exterior, for Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St.

Louis, 1882. Source: The Western Brewer. VII, 1, January 1882, unpaged supplement.



Louis firm did so only after Adolphus Busch spent years

studying various refrigeration machines in Europe and

the United States, finally determining that Boyle

machines would best suit his current needs.

Dramatically, Busch determined to convert the entire

plant to artificial refrigeration all at once. As The

Western Brewer said in April 1883:

It took a brave man, guided by intelligence, to make such a

change; to leave the safe and sure old plan, tear out all means

of refrigerating by ice, turning the ice houses into storage and

fermenting cellars, and relying entirely upon the Boyle

Refrigerating Machines. Half a million dollars’ worth of beer

in store, and the more valuable good name of the Anheuser-

Busch beer, depended on the decision. As it took 40,000 tons

of ice annually to supply the wants of the brewery, therefore

to take its place by machinery, required the construction of

apparatus of greater capacity than was then in existence any-

where ... In April, 1882, the whole work was finished and in

successful operation ...75

Busch’s decision and Jungenfeld’s recent experiences

with new refrigeration machines must have influenced

strongly Jungenfeld’s developing interest in the Empire

Company so soon after.  

The spectacular new equipment for Anheuser-Busch

required housing, of course, and so Adolphus Busch put

Edmund Jungenfeld to work yet again, designing a com-

bined boiler house and refrigerating machine house

[Fig. 25] to facilitate ‘the largest and most complete job

of refrigerating in a brewery that was ever attempted in

the world’.76 Since Ph. Best (later Pabst) in Milwaukee

was doing much the same thing at the same time,77 that

statement may have been aggrandizing, but the new

building at Anheuser-Busch provided yet another spe-

cialized architectural element to the brewery’s makeup.

Here, the new building stood independent of others, set

at right angles to and across railroad tracks from the

1879 brew house. Its exterior design was handsome and

ornamental, as its interior was functionally practical.

The building was essentially a single story to begin

with, the boiler house at left housing two batteries of

two boilers each [Fig. 26], with a fine smokestack at the

rear corner. The refrigeration machine house at right had

a second story, but only in the front portion, designed to

allow the condensers to be placed on the upper level and

to ventilate them via pivoting windows. Within the rear

of the space were the three mammoth (for the day) 50-

ton Boyle refrigerating machines [Fig. 27],78 along with

refrigerating tanks and cold brine circulating pumps.

One of these big vertical machines cooled four brewings

per day of 300 barrels each via a large Baudelot cooler

(now replacing the old surface coolers), while the other

two machines connected to a system of cooling pipes

along the ceilings of the fermenting and storage cellars

(still called ‘cellars’, even when aboveground).

Although highly functional, this building was also fin-
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Figure 26. Edmund Jungenfeld, architect: Refrigerating

Machine House, plan, for Anheuser-Busch Brewing

Association, St. Louis, 1882. Source: The Western

Brewer. VII, 1, January 1882, unpaged supplement.



ished in an elaborate manner. The exterior was hand-

some, substantial, and decorative in details, while in the

interior:

The machines are finely finished in nickel plate, brass and

polished steel, the tanks are encased in polished oak, and

everything bears the stamp of perfection in every detail of

efficiency as well as art; the whole forming the most perfect

and magnificent specimen of this class of machinery in the

world.79

Such care and concern for appearance were warranted,

given that the huge machines quickly became an attrac-

tion for visitors to the brewery, as Figure 27 suggests.

These Boyle machines were only the first of many more

refrigeration machines that Anheuser-Busch would

install periodically into the early 1890s to keep up with

its still-growing production. By 1884, when sales had

jumped to 500,000 barrels of beer,80 the company had

seven ice machines; then, in that year, Busch brought in

a large De La Vergne machine made in New York City.

Jungenfeld’s 1882 ice machine house was far too small

already, yet, between 1884 and 1891, in the period just

after Jungenfeld’s passing, Anheuser-Busch bought

eight more machines, four of them installed in a new

machine house on Arsenal Street in St. Louis, and one

smaller one each at new branches of the brewery in

Kansas City, MO; Dallas and Sherman, TX; and

Brooklyn, NY.81 In early 1893, a whole new refrigerat-

ing plant at the northwest corner of Ninth and Arsenal

Streets was the focus of an article that reported on the

Anheuser-Busch cooling equipment, now designed by

Jungenfeld’s successors. With a 500-ton De La Vergne

machine, three 220-ton De La Vergnes, one 100-ton

Empire, and three 50-ton Boyles, the plant had

increased its total refrigerating capacity to 1,410 tons

per day. The sheer fascination with the biggest of these

machines [Fig. 28] is clear, not only in The Western

Brewer’s detailed discussion of its dimensions, materi-
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Figure 27. Three 50-Ton Boyle Refrigeration Machines in Edmund Jungenfeld's Refrigerating Machine House, exterior, for

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1882. Source: The Western Brewer. VIII, 4, April 1883, p.643.



als, and weight, but also in this single sentence: ‘The

great De La Vergne machine is the largest refrigerating

machine in the world, having been built especially for

this order, and is the wonder and admiration of all who

see it’.82 It would be natural to assume that adding and

altering buildings to house these machines and facilitate

the ever-increasing production levels must have brought

substantial variations to the plan Edmund Jungenfeld

had developed for Anheuser-Busch. His successors,

however, continued to work on the same basic princi-

ples and organizational scheme Jungenfeld had laid

out before his death. An 1889 article described even

new buildings as part of a group, ‘all so constructed, so

connected, and so designed as a part of a grand architec-

tural system, that the effect of the picture which they

present is as of an immense single structure’.83

After 1884, however, Edmund Jungenfeld was no

longer present to guide Anheuser-Busch’s expansion, or

to give form to any other clients’ facilities. His business

that year was booming, and in May 1884, he was laud-

ed as ‘a gentleman largely known in the trade, for the

many monuments of his art and skill scattered over the

country’.84 By October, his Empire Refrigerating Co.

had merged successfully with the Boyle Ice Machine

Co., and the new firm, Consolidated Ice Machine Co.

claimed 33 clients and ‘a larger cash capital than any

other manufacturer of similar machinery employs ...’85

Also in October, however, Jungenfeld took ill and on 20

December, at the still-young age of 44, he was dead.

The sense of loss felt by many was apparent in the

obituary for him in the January 1885 issue of The

Western Brewer, along with some insight into
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Figure 28. 500-ton De La Vergne Refrigerating Machine, 1 of 3 views of the Interior of the 1893 Refrigerating Machine House for

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis. Source: E. Jungenfeld and Co. (1895) Portfolio of Breweries and Kindred Plants

Designed and Erected by E. Jungenfeld & Co., St. Louis. St. Louis, n.p.



Jungenfeld’s character. The obituary writer stated that,

not long before (presumably in the earlier autumn), he

had visited Jungenfeld, finding him 

apparently in vigorous health, with the ever-active and rest-

less brain which so characterized him doing its usual work ...

He was happy and cheerful as ever, proud of his success, and

still reaching out his hands towards new endeavors.86

The obituary went on to note that the entire St. Louis

brewing industry was represented at Jungenfeld’s funer-

al, and to state that, 

No man better understood the needs of brewers 

architecturally, or the building and laying out of brewery

plant, and in this respect he has left many monuments of his

skill and judgment that will carry his name to posterity. There

are few men living capable of taking the place he occupied in

our trade.87

Regardless, Jungenfeld’s architectural firm would go on,

to be continued by Messrs. Robert W. Walsh, Fredk.

Widmann and C.D. Boisselier, each of whom has been in his

employ for many years past, and were selected by him as his

successors, under the name of E. Jungenfeld & Co.88

This sense of succession brings up an important point

about Jungenfeld and others of the ‘pioneer generation’

of brewery architects: their offices were training

grounds that gave rise to the next generation of special-

ists in brewery design and related fields. Because of his

early death, Edmund Jungenfeld had rather less time to

mentor younger designers than, say, Fred W. Wolf in

Chicago, who lived until 1912. Still, Jungenfeld was an

important source of expertise and inspiration, and the

work he produced served to exemplify what an architect

could bring and had brought to the creation of a modern,

updated, increasingly mechanized brewery.

Without doubt, Edmund Jungenfeld’s most significant

client was Adolphus Busch, thus, the Anheuser-Busch

Brewing Association. But to suggest, as this essay has

so far, that Jungenfeld worked exclusively for that firm

would be a great error. While he continually contributed

to the expansion of Anheuser-Busch, Jungenfeld was

also working for a great many other clients. Nearly 50

have been identified, at least by name and location, and

they ranged geographically from New York City,

Brooklyn, and Philadelphia in the East, to San Francisco

in the far West. Often, he worked for clients multiple

times, as smaller breweries grew larger. Most were in

the Midwest, including Missouri, Nebraska, Illinois,

Ohio, and Kentucky, and in St. Louis itself, Jungenfeld

counted 14 breweries, two malting firms, a major chem-

ical works, and a wine company among his clients.89

Sometimes little or nothing is known about specific

projects, sometimes Jungenfeld provided mechanical

equipment and/or refrigerating machines (via the

Empire Refrigerating Co.), sometimes he built only an

ice house, but sometimes he designed major compo-

nents or entire breweries; occasionally, he also designed

residences and commercial structures. With this kind of

business building up, it may not come as a surprise that,

as early as 1879, The Western Brewer said of Jungenfeld

that,

we deem it our duty to speak of the man under whose advice

and direction the entire [Anheuser-Busch] brewery has been

constructed, Mr. E. Jungenfeld, of St. Louis ... Mr. Jungenfeld

enjoys to an unlimited extent the confidence of the trade in St.

Louis, and his success in brewery building has been so

marked that his orders from abroad are now numerous.90

No one architect/engineer could have handled that much

work single-handedly in the course of the 15 years

(1869-1884) of Jungenfeld’s career in the brewing

industry. The size of his office staff is difficult to know

for certain, although some employees’ names appeared

in Jungenfeld’s Probate records. These and various

other records did note that he was ably assisted by

Frederick Widmann (from 1878), Robert W. Walsh

(from before 1878), and Caspar D. Boisselier (from

c.1877), all of them presumably having met in the firm

of Walsh & Jungenfeld, then working together with E.

Jungenfeld & Co. until Jungenfeld’s sudden death in

1884.91 As noted earlier, these three chief assistants

would take over the firm of E. Jungenfeld & Co. follow-

ing their employer’s demise, running the firm very

successfully under the same name for many years. Their

experience and that of other younger men, gained in

working with Jungenfeld, led several to careers that

reflected how potent a training ground Jungenfeld’s

office was for the next generation of brewery architects.  

One of these, Otto J. Wilhelmi [Fig. 29], appeared as

early as 1873. Born in St. Louis in 1853,92 Wilhelmi

was working as a draughtsman for Walsh, Smith &
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Jungenfeld at the age of 20. He later completed his

architectural training at Karlsruhe Polytechnic in

Germany in 1878-79.93 One wonders whether Jungen-

feld perhaps encouraged Wilhelmi to seek out a formal

education similar to his mentor’s before launching his

own career. On returning to St. Louis, Wilhelmi became

the partner of Ernst Janssen, another noted St. Louis

architect, between 1879 and 1881;94 among their clients

in 1881 was the Klausmann Brewing Co., St. Louis.95

On his own after 1881, Wilhelmi worked for the

Cherokee Brewery, St. Louis, in 1882,96 and later

branched out internationally to design the Cervecería

Cuauhtemoc, Monterey, Mexico, in 1891 [Fig. 30].97

Admittedly, Wilhelmi became more famous for design-

ing schools, theatres, and ‘grand residential structures

for wealthy German clients’98 than for breweries, but

one of these residences was his 1907 house for C.

Marquard Forster, former head of the Hyde Park

Brewery, St. Louis.99 Wilhelmi died in 1925.100

Much more dedicated to the architecture of breweries

was Wilhelm Griesser [Fig.31], who also started his

career as an assistant in the office of E. Jungenfeld &

Co. An 1891 biographical sketch stated that he had by

then been established in Chicago for about seven years

(so, beginning shortly after Jungenfeld’s death in late

1884), 

rapidly building up a widespread and permanent patronage,

though his reputation as an able and skillful brewery engineer

and architect had preceded him in his coming here to reside

continuously in Chicago.101

Born in Germany about 1854, Griesser came to the U.S.

about 1881, first spending three years in St. Louis,

‘where he was extensively employed in improving

breweries and in planning and superintending the erec-

tion of others’.102 His employment was most likely with

Jungenfeld, although it is not clear just when he began

in that office. Griesser was definitely employed there at

the time of Jungenfeld’s death, since a record in

Jungenfeld’s Probate file indicates that Griesser had

spent at least the months of November and December,

1884 in Chicago, supervising work for Jungenfeld at the

Schoenhofen Brewing Co. there.103 Likely, it was that
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Figure 29. Portrait of Otto J. Wilhelmi, architect, St. Louis.

Source: http://www.findagrave.com/cgi-bin/fg.cgi?page=

gr&GRid=76496951 (accessed 2 August 2013). Courtesy of

Valerie Phillips Gildehaus.

Figure 30. Otto J. Wilhelmi, architect: Cervecería

Cuauhtemoc, Monterey, Mexico, 1891. Source: The Western

Brewer. XVI, 12, December 1891, p.2838.



experience in Chicago that led Griesser to open his own

office there, for which the first advertisement in The

Western Brewer appeared in March 1885. Significantly,

for some time his ads included the notation, ‘Formerly

with E. Jungenfeld, St. Louis’.104 By November 1885

Griesser had secured a commission to design and super-

vise construction of a brewery for the newly established

Keystone Brewing Co., Pittsburgh, PA. Not surprising-

ly, in light of the innovations of Edmund Jungenfeld,

Griesser drew attention to his newly designed brewery’s

being equipped ‘with a somewhat novel arrangement of

the various departments’; it would also use natural gas-

heated boilers.105

In September 1886 Griesser’s ads began to incorporate

illustrations of various of his inventions, in addition to

noting his architectural and engineering skills.106 In the

same month, The Western Brewer featured his ‘Model

Lager Beer Brewery’ [Fig. 32], designed for production

of 200,000 barrels per year. Rather wistfully inscribed

Brewery L’Esperance (‘the brewery of hope’ or ‘a

hoped-for brewery’), it seems the architect’s attempt to

gain some attention in an increasingly competitive mar-

ket. The journal’s discussion of Griesser’s design noted

that it was intended to be 

built in sections, one part at a time complete in itself, so that 

a small but growing concern can start with little capital, and

increase their plant as occasion demands, thus in the end 

having an imposing building erected on a perfect plan as a

whole.

The complete model brewery would cover 240 x 300'

and include the brewery proper, a malt house and eleva-

tor, a stock house, and stables. Editorializing a bit, the

journal stated that, 

Had some of the larger establishments started out in this 

way years ago, instead of having to-day a great number of

disjointed and illy [sic] arranged buildings, they would have

gradually developed a great brewery in which they could 

have taken pride.107

Such a comment suggested strongly that a well-planned,

attractive brewery was becoming the ideal, and one is

tempted to see this concern for a coherent, overall plan,

achievable as needs and means became available, as

having some of its roots in Griesser’s experience with

Edmund Jungenfeld and Jungenfeld’s with Anheuser-

Busch.

Perhaps the publicity helped, because Griesser’s career

began to pick up, so that in late 1886 and 1887 he

claimed to be working on improvements to established

breweries, as well as new facilities for several newly

founded breweries in Chicago and environs, in

Pittsburgh, and for a Kentucky maltster. By April, he

announced that he had formed a partnership with August

Maritzen, ‘formerly with F.W. Wolf, and late with

Baumann & Lotz, Chicago’, all of them brewery archi-

tects/engineers. The new firm was to be known as

Griesser & Maritzen and headquartered in Chicago.108

Stressing Maritzen’s connection with Fred. W. Wolf,

another of Widmann’s pioneer brewery architects, was a

means of giving the younger man credibility, as had

Griesser’s stress on his own background with

Jungenfeld. Although this partnership lasted only until 1

November 1890,109 Griesser & Maritzen’s impressive

work, often for Chicago and other Midwestern brew-

eries, also extended to Buffalo, NY; Dallas and Fort

Worth, TX [Fig. 33]; even Los Angeles, CA. Both of the

partners in Griesser & Maritzen were thus established as

brewery designers of significance, each of whom would

keep designing on his own after their partnership

ended.110
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Figure 31. Portrait of Wilhelm Griesser, architect, Chicago,

1893. Source: Smith, F.H. (comp.) (c.1893) Art, History,

Midway Plaisance and World’s Columbian Exposition.

Chicago: Foster Press, n.p.
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Figure 32. Wilhelm Griesser, architect: Model Brewery (Brewery L’ Esperance), 1886. Source: The

Western Brewer. XI, 9, September 1886, unpaged supplement.

Figure 33. Griesser & Maritzen, architects: Texas Brewing Co., Ft. Worth, TX, 1890. Source: The Western Brewer. XV, 10,

October 1890, p.2258.
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Figure 34. Advertisement for Wilhelm Griesser Engineering Co., Chicago, 1894. Source: The Western

Brewer. XIX, 5, May 1894, p.925.



Wilhelm Griesser became a prolific and inventive brew-

ery architect and engineer and a superb self-promoter.

He continued working from his Chicago headquarters

until the end of the century, although he changed his

firm’s name in 1894 to the ‘Wilhelm Griesser

Engineering Co’. His ads underscored his engineering

prowess, but also increasingly incorporated elaborate

images of his architectural work, clearly designed to

attract attention [Fig. 34].111 In 1895 he took into his

firm his son, Richard Griesser, then about 27 years old

and newly back from two to three years of studying

architecture and engineering in ‘the technical school of

Germany’.112 Then, at the beginning of 1900, Richard

Griesser started his own office in Chicago, slightly

before which, his father opened the Wilhelm Griesser

Construction Co. in New York City.113 In 1902 that

office moved to Pittsburgh.114 In later 1904 the elder

Griesser became a brewery owner himself, if briefly,

when he bought the bankrupt Middle West Brewing Co.,

Joplin, MO (which owed him money), then sold it on

to others in early 1905.115 Later he moved his office to

Joplin (1908), and again to Denver, CO (1909),116

sometimes claiming he had offices in two of these

places at one time, occasionally all of them. In the much

later obituary of Wilhelm’s son, Richard (1938), is a

clue to what actually was happening with Wilhelm’s

career: after Richard entered Wilhelm’s office, ‘Their

business was extensive and William Griesser took over

the eastern office while Richard was left in charge of the

Chicago office in 1900’.117 On the other hand, Wilhelm

Griesser’s continual movement suggests a rather fre-

netic life, especially compared to most other brewery

architects (including his son), who may have had far-

flung projects, but generally kept their offices in one

place. Griesser’s frequent moving of premises suggests

that he had little in the way of an office staff to hold him

in one place for extended periods; still, he did produce a

substantial body of work.  

Richard Griesser had a solid career himself, working on

a variety of smaller to medium-sized breweries in a

wide variety of places, including Mexico and China.

While his designs also varied, one feature of interest

was his sometime use of a rather Flemish-inspired set of
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Figure 35. Richard Griesser, architect: Oshkosh Brewing Co., Oshkosh, WI, 1911. Source: Vintage Postcard, collection of the author.



stepped gables atop the highest element of a design.

This motif tied together several of his works, such as the

Park Brewing Co., Winona, MN, and the Ohio Union

Brewing Co., Cincinnati, both 1904; and the Oshkosh

Brewing Co., Oshkosh, WI, 1911 [Fig. 35].118 Richard

was part of what could be termed a ‘third generation’ of

American brewery architects (often overlapping the

first two ‘generations’), whose works tended to date

between the later 1890s and the onset of National

Prohibition. In Richard’s case, because of his filial rela-

tionship with Wilhelm and Wilhelm’s professional rela-

tionship with Jungenfeld, he was literally and figura-

tively a third generation brewery designer. Both

Wilhelm’s and Richard’s careers appear to have waned

by about 1915,119 at a time when architectural projects

for breweries were becoming relatively thin, thanks to

the impact of World War I restrictions on the use of

grain and the gradual onset of National Prohibition.

The most direct and successful examples of his assis-

tants carrying on the lessons of Edmund Jungenfeld as

pioneer brewery architect were Frederick Widmann,

Robert W. Walsh, and Caspar D. Boisselier, the princi-

pals of the reconfigured, posthumous firm of E.

Jungenfeld & Co. These three architects benefited

the most directly from their mentor’s passing of all

those who worked with Jungenfeld, simply because they

were able to acquire his long-established, busy office

and a substantial collection of clients, chief among them

still the Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association. Unlike

Wilhelmi or Wilhelm Griesser, then, Widmann, Walsh,

and Boisselier (still operating as E. Jungenfeld & Co.)

did not have to build a firm from the ground up.

Furthermore, because all of them were well-trained in

their former employer’s methods, they soon became

widely respected as worthy of the legacy of Edmund

Jungenfeld.

An interesting aspect of the new firm was its actual pro-

ductivity versus the degree of coverage it received in

The Western Brewer. Thanks to the continuity from

Edmund to his former assistants, and to the availability

of Jungenfeld’s Probate records, it is possible to know

more than is often true for other brewery architects
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Figure 36. E. Jungenfeld & Co., architects: Conrad Geise & Co. Brewery, Chattanooga, TN, 1888. Source: The Western Brewer.

XII, 7, July 1888, p.1538.



about what E. Jungenfeld & Co. were actually doing in

the years soon after the death of Edmund Jungenfeld. In

1885, for example, their projects for Anheuser-Busch

were given good coverage in The Western Brewer in

October, as were their multiple additions to C.G. Stifel’s

City Brewery, St. Louis, in December.120 Similarly, in

November 1886, The Western Brewer featured a series

of their additions for Anheuser-Busch. In this last arti-

cle, attention was drawn again to the guiding principles

of the now-deceased Jungenfeld:

The original design of this vast group of buildings, made by

the late Edmund Jungenfeld, is being carefully worked out, as

they approach perfection and development - as building after

building, elevator after elevator is added, by his successors, E.

Jungenfeld & Co., who have charge of the entire work, and

who have proved themselves worthy of the fame of their

instructor, whose ideas and expert judgment he bequeathed

into good hands.121

Regardless, those were the only three projects reported

in The Western Brewer in 1885 and 1886. None at all

appeared in 1887. Given the higher numbers of articles

and mentions in Jungenfeld’s day, it might seem that the

‘new’ E. Jungenfeld & Co. was not very busy at all.

Such would seem not really to be the case, however, and

Probate records appear to represent more effectively

what was actually going on in the firm. Because

Widmann, Walsh, and Boisselier agreed to pay a certain

percentage of their profits to Jungenfeld’s estate for nine

years, they were required to submit reports of their

financial affairs regularly to the executors for the estate.

Consulting the few such reports preserved in the online

files shows that, in the first six months of 1885, the

firm’s clients included, in addition to Anheuser-Busch

and Stifel, four other St. Louis breweries (Green Tree,

Schilling & Schneider, Wainwright, and Excelsior), one

brewery in Chicago (Schoenhofen), one in Omaha

(Storz & Iler), and one in San Francisco (John Wieland),

in addition to projects for dwellings (which I take to be

rentable structures), a stable, and at least four residences

(which I read as homes built for specific clients) that

seem not to have been directly brewery-related. The

same clients appeared on the report for the second half

of 1885, with the addition of three more St. Louis brew-

eries or related firms (Brinckwirth-Nolker, A.

Griesedieck, and Budweiser Beer & Wine Co.), and six

other clients for whom no specific projects were listed.

In February 1886 a supplemental inventory submitted to

the executors included two more brewery-related clients

(Fred Krug, Omaha, and Mrs. Joseph Schnaider, St.

Louis) and five others who were probably not associat-

ed with brewing.122 This very instructive information

provides an important lesson: one cannot rely entirely

on an architect’s or firm’s appearance in the brewing

journals of the day as necessarily indicating the full

scope of the work they may have had in hand.

Nevertheless, coverage in the brewing press had to have

been worthwhile, especially as more and more brewery

architects appeared, anxious for commissions. There is

a definite sense of competition running through The

Western Brewer, especially in the 1880s and 90s.

Various brewery architects must have been feeding

news of their own projects to the publication, hoping

that as many as possible might be mentioned in print, if

not given featured status with illustrations. In addition,

though, while that journal did serve to keep its readers

apprised of the latest in architectural developments, it

was more than just a sounding board for brewers and

architects. Among many other issues, brewing journals

also informed readers of significant new trends in the

brewing industry in general. As an example, an article in
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Figure 37. E. Jungenfeld & Co., architects: Brew House for

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1891-3.

Source: The Western Brewer. XVIII, 6, June 1893, p.1293.



May, 1888 discussed the new brewery of Conrad Geise

& Co., Chattanooga, TN [Fig. 36], noting the ‘massive’

quality of the new brewery’s design, thus showing how

it fitted in with the heavier version of the Romanesque

Revival hinted at in Edmund Jungenfeld’s work and

common in later 19th-century breweries. Beyond the

architectural particulars, however, a major point of

interest in the story was the rapid expansion of brewing

into the American South during the previous decade,

apparent simply in the Geise brewery’s location.

Brewing in the South, especially lager brewing, had

been almost unknown earlier, because of lager’s need

for the cold temperatures that were simply unachievable

in hotter climates. Now, though, ‘since the advent of

refrigerating machinery ...’, it was becoming easily pos-

sible to build new breweries like the one E. Jungenfeld

& Co. provided Geise & Co., just as other brewery

architects found themselves working in places like New

Orleans, Memphis, Nashville, Birmingham, etc.123

How this new spread of breweries might affect, say, the

domination of markets in such areas by the emerging

big national distributors must also have engaged the

interest of readers. 

Still, the glory of brewery architecture in its Golden Age

was frequently a topic in the brewing press. One of the

finest examples of the full development of that often

heavy, fairly Richardsonian Romanesque style in brew-

eries was (and is) the 1891-93 brew house designed by

E. Jungenfeld & Co. for Anheuser-Busch, St. Louis,

mentioned earlier [Figs. 17, 37]. This magnificent

building expresses very directly the enormous ongoing

success of this brewing firm, particularly in its sheer

scale and near stand-alone nature. The huge size reflects

the vast quantities of beer that were brewed here, which

warranted a structure distinct from other parts of the
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Figure 38. Edmund Jungenfeld and E. Jungenfeld & Co., architects: Plant of the Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, 1884, 

general view. Source: The Western Brewer. VIII, 4, April 1884, unpaged supplement.



brewery. By comparison, the much smaller Conrad

Geise & Co. brewery, [Fig. 36], had its brew house fold-

ed into a conjoined group of related facilities. Of course,

the Anheuser-Busch brew house was also connected to

other buildings, but it was intended as the true visual

focal point of the entire, sprawling plant. Indeed, the

architects were said to ‘have spared neither pains nor

expense to comply with the instructions of Mr. Busch:

“Make this the finest brew house in the world”’.124 Its

enormous scale is played up in Figure 37, where

Edmund Jungenfeld’s brew house of 1879 is dwarfed

just to the left of the new building. As Jungenfeld’s

important 1879 building had supplanted the vernacular

1856-57 brew house, so E. Jungenfeld & Co.’s 1891-93

brew house supplanted Jungenfeld’s 1869 Rundbogen-

stil brew house, which had been added onto several

times over the decades [Fig. 38], until giving way to the

current and much larger building.

As for its fineness, the exterior of the 1891-93 brew

house is of smooth pressed brick with rich terracotta and

limestone trim and a heavily rusticated, granite-faced

ground story. The design focuses on the tallest feature,

the large corner entrance tower, squarish in plan, with its

four-faced clock a major feature in the crown-like top;

Figure 37 shows the observation balcony that once

allowed the public spectacular views from this consid-

erable height, another play to public relations. The

entrance tower is echoed in smaller tower-like elements

at the other visible corners. Between towers the front

façade features four regular bays of openings, pilastered

above the ground story, where the broadest and heaviest

arches appear. Openings are fewest in numbers at the

bottom, and then increase as they rise, level by level,

from single openings to doubles, then triples, with ever

more area given to glass. The side façade has a pavil-

ion-like central element capped above the roofline with

a stepped gable crowned with those distinctive finials

seen previously, which also appear atop the front façade

pilasters and the main and secondary corner towers.

Overall, the slight projections of towers, pilasters, etc.,

create sculptural surfaces where varied materials com-

bine with rich textures to create a visually powerful

effect.

Inside, the building is anything but heavy, in spite of

offering six stories of support for massive water tanks,

mash tubs, brew kettles [Fig. 39], etc. Each story is, in

essence, a single room, lit by the many windows seen

from the exterior, but especially by the central atrium

that rises, entirely open, from the base to the expansive

skylight atop the roof [Fig. 40], the sides connected

by ornamental, yet functional bridges [Fig. 41].

Reporting on the new brew house in mid-1893, The

Western Brewer drew attention to the elaborately fin-

ished interior, with imported tile floors, polished marble

wainscoting, walls and ceilings plastered with Portland

cement, polished brass and marble steps with silver-

plated railings and ornaments. The sidelights of the

skylight and the transoms above all the windows were

of stained and embossed glass, featuring the company

logo or other brewing emblems in color. Overall, the

color scheme of walls, ceilings, and iron work was

described as using ‘pale soft tints with occasional touch-

es of bright coloring, lending a warm and cheerful air to

the whole’.125 After the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

of 1904, held in St. Louis, Anheuser-Busch acquired and

added to the brew house the elaborate hop vine chande-

liers made for the Exposition and still seen here [Fig.

42]. Continually refurbished and spotless, this brew

house is, as it always has been, a showplace as well as a

working building, and it mesmerizes thousands and

thousands of visitors each year. Its significance is such

that this brew house has been recognized as a National

Historic Landmark since 1966.126

During the same period when they must have been

working on the remarkable Anheuser-Busch brew
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Figure 39. E. Jungenfeld & Co., architects: Interior detail,

brew kettles, Brew House for Anheuser-Busch Brewing

Association, St. Louis, 1891-93. Source: Photograph by the

author, 3 October 2009.



house, E. Jungenfeld & Co. moved their office from

Olive Street to the newly completed and splendid

Wainwright Building [Fig. 43], St. Louis, designed by

Adler & Sullivan of Chicago for Ellis Wainwright, St.

Louis brewer, whose brewery Edmund Jungenfeld

designed in 1883-84.127 The Wainwright Building is

still widely admired for its clear expression of Louis

Sullivan’s philosophical approach to designing tall

buildings in an artistic manner. Their new location put

E. Jungenfeld & Co. in what were originally intended to

be six offices, 

but now rearranged to suit their purposes, forming the 

most convenient and handsomest offices in the country 

for brewers’ architects and engineers. Their facilities 

for prompt execution of commissions will be greatly

increased [Fig. 44].128

Indeed, in 1892-93, E. Jungenfeld & Co. publicized

their designs for complete new breweries for the

Tennessee Brewing Co., Memphis, TN; the Columbia

Brewing Co., St. Louis; the Fred Krug Brewing Co.,

Omaha, NE; and the American Brewing Association,

Houston, TX (for which a company was organized by
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Figure 40. E. Jungenfeld & Co., architects: Interior

detail, view to atrium skylight, Brew House for

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1891-

93. Source: Photograph by the author, 3 October 2009.

Figure 42. E. Jungenfeld & Co., architects: Interior

detail, stairs in atrium, Brew House for Anheuser-Busch

Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1891-93. Source:

Photograph by the author, October 3, 2009.

Figure 41. E. Jungenfeld & Co., architects: Interior

detail, atrium with visitors, Brew House for Anheuser-

Busch Brewing Association, St. Louis, 1891-93.

Source: Photograph by the author, 3 October 2009.



In addition, at Anheuser-Busch, they added a large new

boiler house with a notable 250' high smoke stack, as

well as the very substantial new refrigerating plant [Fig.

28] housing multiple refrigeration machines, including

the 500-ton De La Vergne mentioned previously.130 And

to top off all this activity, E. Jungenfeld & Co. designed

and built a huge model of the Anheuser-Busch plant for

display at the World’s Columbian Exposition, Chicago,

1893. With a scale of ¼"=1', the model was about 25'

square, designed to be displayed within a domed pavil-

ion 27' high. It was ‘correct to the minutest detail’, and

it included the residence, $35,000 stable, and land-

scaped grounds of Adolphus Busch, then adjacent to the

brewery, along with electric railway cars on three sides

of the plant, railway tracks in the brewery yard, freight

and refrigerator cars, wagons, horses, etc.131 With all of

this work in hand, the architectural firm must really

have needed the additional space their new offices

afforded them.  

The sheer quantity of work coming to fruition in this

period seems to have led the firm to take advantage of a

new publicity approach within a relatively short time

after the projects above. In 1895 E. Jungenfeld & Co.

published an extensively illustrated catalog of their

work, the Portfolio of Breweries and Kindred Plants

Designed and Erected by E. Jungenfeld & Co., St. Louis

[Fig. 45].132 This volume featured multitudes of pho-

tographs of their many projects, if very little textual

information on those. The idea of a brewery architect or

firm putting out a pictorial catalog seems to have begun

with Otto C. Wolf (based in Philadelphia), whose first

catalog appeared in 1891, followed in late 1892 by that

of August Maritzen (based in Chicago). E. Jungenfeld &

Co.’s came next, in 1895, followed by a variation in

Fred W. Wolf’s late 1899 catalog, which focused less on

architecture and more on clients for the German Linde

ice machine for which Wolf (in Chicago) held the

American rights. C.F. Terney, a brewery architect head-

quartered in New York City and then Washington, DC,

published an architectural catalog in the fall of 1900,

reprinting an only slightly modified version in 1910,

and Otto C. Wolf put out a second edition of his catalog

in 1906.133 All of these served to familiarize the public -

and potential clients, of course - with their work and the

degree of success and sophistication each had achieved.

These catalogs are today typically rare, but when one can

be found, it can help to flesh out - and sometimes correct

- the images of breweries more commonly seen in jour-

nals like The Western Brewer in linear engravings that

were often subject to much artistic license.

Eventually, at the beginning of 1898, E. Jungenfeld &

Co. changed its firm name to Widmann, Walsh &

Boisselier,134 bringing its principals more direct public

attention [Fig. 46-48]. They continued to operate suc-

cessfully under that name until about 1906 and the

retirement of C.D. Boisselier.135 Within those years,

according to Theodore Savage, the firm received many

residential commissions from leading families on the

German South Side of St. Louis. They also worked with

the Monarch Brewing Co., Baltimore, MD; the M.K.

Goetz Brewing Co., St. Joseph, MO; and the Wm. J.

Lemp Brewing Co., St. Louis, as well as the St. Louis

Cold Storage Co. and John V. Petritz at the former

Peacock Brewery, Rockford, IL, among others.136 And

they continued their relationship with Anheuser-Busch,

as in designing the splendid and technically advanced

new malt house of 1900, which housed a Galland-

Henning Pneumatic Malting Drum plant,137 along with

other significant projects. For the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition (the St. Louis World’s Fair) of 1904, they

designed the Machinery Building, which had ‘a number
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Figure 43. Adler & Sullivan, Chicago, architects: Wainwright

Building, St. Louis, exterior, 1891. Source: Photograph by the

author, March 1982.



of peculiarities that distinguish it from the other build-

ings of the main Exposition picture’, among which was

that it housed the electric light and power plant,

installed by the Westinghouse Electric Co., that distrib-

uted electricity to the entire fairgrounds.138 Their

responsibility for this major Exposition building, along

with the importance of their wider involvement in the

Fair, brought them still more prestige.

With Boisselier’s retirement about 1906, the firm recon-

figured as Widmann & Walsh, under which title they

continued until Widmann’s death in 1925.139 In spite of

the beginnings of hard times that took the nation

through World War I, then the first of 13 years of

National Prohibition, Widmann & Walsh managed, in

the time between 1906 and 1920, many additional brew-

ery projects for numbers of clients, including Anheuser-

Busch. One of the many blows of this period, however

- to the brewery, the architects, and the industry - was

the death of Adolphus Busch on 10 October 1913.140

Before that, Widmann & Walsh exhibited in the

American Exposition of Brewing Machinery, Materials

& Products, held in Chicago in October 1911 in con-

junction with the Second International Brewers’

Congress. Their exhibit included photographs and other

images illustrating brewery construction from ‘olden

times’ to the present, including their great 1891-93 brew

house for Anheuser-Busch. It was also during that event

that Frederick Widmann, by now a long-established

practitioner of American brewery architecture, gave his

address assessing the history of his field, the address

with which this essay began.141 He had then been a

principal player in this field for 27 years, over a decade

longer than Edmund Jungenfeld’s career.
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Figure 44. Page with five views of the offices of E. Jungenfeld & Co., Wainwright Buillding, St. Louis. Source: E. Jungenfeld

and Co. (1895) Portfolio of Breweries and Kindred Plants Designed and Erected by E. Jungenfeld & Co., St. Louis. St. Louis, n.p.



Five years after the Chicago exposition came

Widmann & Walsh’s last great addition to the architec-

tural grandeur of the Anheuser-Busch plant, their

design for the eight-story, $2.5 million142 Bevo

Bottling Plant of 1916-1917 [Fig. 49], built in collab-

oration with the St. Louis firm of Klipstein &

Rathmann.143 Filling an entire city block, this huge

structure was at one and the same time a statement of

the company’s determined belief in its future and a

kind of bowing to the inevitability of the coming of

Prohibition. Sales of Anheuser-Busch beers had fallen

seriously through 1914, a fact that Plavchan saw as

indicative of the growing success of the prohibition-

ists.144 Many brewers responded to that threat by

introducing low- or non-alcoholic beverages, com-

monly called ‘near-beers’, as a means of continuing to

operate in the new atmosphere of the times. ‘Bevo’

was a non-alcoholic ‘cereal soft drink’ made of barley

malt, rice, hops, and water that Anheuser-Busch intro-

duced in May 1916. Initially, Bevo was very popular,

so much so that new bottling facilities to handle it were

necessary; hence, the rationale behind the Bevo

plant.145 The building was intended exclusively for

bottling, packing, and shipping Bevo, which was

brewed in the 1891-93 brew house, then piped by tun-

nel to an upper floor of the new building and processed

downward until it arrived at the loading platforms in

the basement. From there, it could be stored or shipped

via the building’s 13 interior railroad tracks, each with

a 10-car capacity. While this makes it sound as if

Anheuser-Busch were continuing to be highly success-

ful, their sales continued to fall, and like other brewers

large and small, their production was increasingly neg-

atively affected by national war-time restrictions on

the use of grains and by steeply rising taxes, which

worked hand-in-hand with the efforts of prohibition
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Figure 45. Title page of the E. Jungenfeld & Co. Portfolio, 1895, n.p.



supporters. Finally, after many years of trying, those

prohibitionists were able to push the 18th Amendment to

the Constitution through the U.S. Congress in

December 1917. Once enough states ratified the pro-

posed amendment, National Prohibition finally took

effect on 16 January 1920.146

The stories of how brewers sought to maintain some

kind of business once they could no longer legally brew

beer are many and varied and often inventive (like

adapting underground vaults for the growing of mush-

rooms or ripening of cheese). Naturally, the enormous

turn of events that was the imposition of Prohibition

also hit hard the brewery architects who had devoted

their careers to this architectural specialty, often for

decades. Their primary source of livelihood was gone,

along with the brewers’, almost in a flash - even if hind-

sight showed that it was possible to see the change com-

ing for some time.147 Records of what happened to

brewery architects are very thin, presumably because so

many of them simply had no work and closed their

offices, their records more often than not just disappear-

ing over the coming years. This is why the information

relayed in this essay relies on a wide variety of sources,

only a tiny proportion of which connect directly and in

any detail to the architects themselves, as in the Probate

records of Edmund Jungenfeld’s estate.  

Widmann & Walsh survived, at least briefly, beyond the

onset of National Prohibition; in 1921 the firm was

lauded, if with a certain tone that suggests things were

winding down:

This [firm] is today one of the oldest and most prominent

firms of architects in St. Louis. They have specialized in

brewery buildings and in this particular field did a business

exceeding that of all of the firms in the world. They built

buildings all over the United States including the Anheuser-

Busch Brewing Company’s plants. They have also erected

many other buildings, and their structures have always

enjoyed a splendid reputation for the substantial character of

the work and the absolute fitness of the buildings for the 

purpose intended.148

That must have been bittersweet praise under the cir-

cumstances, but it does indicate that some brewery

architects retained a modicum of prestige despite what

had just happened to their business.

Regardless, all three of the once-chief assistants to

Edmund Jungenfeld were dead by the end of the 1920s,

Widmann in 1925 at age 66, Walsh about 1929 at about

age 69, and Boisselier in 1929 at about age 75.

Similarly, Otto J. Wilhelmi died in 1925, at about age

72, but no death notice has yet come to light for
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Figures 46, 47 & 48. Portraits left to right of Frederick Widmann, Robert W. Walsh and Caspar D. Boisselier, architects, St. Louis,

c. 1905. Source: Bennitt, M. (comp.) (1905) History of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. St. Louis: University Exposition

Publishing Company, p.119.



Wilhelm Griesser, a fact that perhaps comments on his

fall into oblivion once brewing was legally dead.

Richard Griesser (as noted above) lived until 1938 and

to the age of 70, and was the only brewery architect dis-

cussed here who is known to have worked after the

Repeal of Prohibition in 1933.149 How many other pre-

Prohibition brewery architects may still have been

available following Repeal is not known, but a 13-year

hiatus would probably incline them to other directions,

if they remained active at all.  

Architecture in the 1930s and beyond differed from that

before 1920, and so did the American brewing industry,

once it began to reformulate itself after Repeal in 1933.

While numbers of pre-Prohibition breweries reopened in

their earlier plants after Repeal, new additions or new

breweries shifted fairly strongly in style in more mod-

ernist directions. Further, American breweries began to

consolidate, the larger firms often putting the smaller ones

out of business, and changing substantially the earlier

situation, when a vast array of variously sized breweries

could be found across the country. This process continued

for decades, gradually cutting the numbers of function-

ing American breweries in the Midwest and everywhere

else. Only with the new wave of micro-breweries, brew

pubs, and other versions of craft brewing, begun in the

1970s and now extremely vigorous, has the number of

American breweries soared. But today’s craft breweries

are typically limited in size and housed in buildings that,

for various reasons, bear little resemblance to the archi-

tect-designed breweries of pre-Prohibition days. Old

breweries still stand, some renovated and adapted to new

uses, but others abandoned and neglected, often for

decades. The longer that continues, the more common it

is that they fall apart or are demolished.150

As a result, too few examples stand today as testament

to the skills and extraordinary impact of dedicated pre-
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Figure 49. Widmann & Walsh and Klipstein & Rathmann, architects: Bevo Bottling Plant for Anheuser-Busch Brewing

Association, St. Louis, 1916-17. Source: Photograph by the author, March 1995.



Prohibition American brewery architects. The rise of

these specialists appears to have been a function of the

intersection of American architecture and the American

brewing industry when both were in significant periods

of their histories. Immersing themselves in the close

study of an industry in vibrant transition, the pioneer

generation of brewery architects like Edmund

Jungenfeld set in motion a very special kind of architec-

ture that, through the pioneers’ inspiring impact on

younger designers, came to characterize American

breweries in the several decades before Prohibition.

Today we can know their work, if it survives at all, in

forms generally much modified by time. Often we can

understand the breadth of that work only spottily,

sometimes only through early images and written

descriptions. But we can know about these designers,

and we should acknowledge their importance more than

we typically do. Indeed, enough evidence remains to

reinforce Frederick Widmann’s appreciation of the gen-

eration that taught and inspired his own. Edmund

Jungenfeld and his contemporaries brought American

brewery architecture out of the small-scale and vernac-

ular world into the realm of grand yet functional new

form, driven by intellectual collaboration that was care-

fully attuned to the needs of a burgeoning industry.
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